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Zantye Brothers Educational Foundation’s

NARAYAN ZANTYE COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
Accredited by NAAC with 'B' Grade (CGPA Score 2.76 on a four Point Scale)

Bicholim – Goa.
Phone : 2361377, 2363769
E-mail: zantyeedu@rediffmail.com
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OUR VISION: To be the Centre of Best
Quality Education and Research
OUR MISSION: We at Zantye College are
committed to impart and innovate Education,
direct our inputs into productive outputs and
to develop socially responsible citizens for
our Nation.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
B.Com. | M.Com.
Cluster Research Centre in Commerce

FACILITIES

Sports Complex | Computer Lab
Library | Canteen

EXTRA CURRICULAR PROGRAMMES
N.S.S. | N.C.C.
Sports | Cultural Programmes

STUDENT CENTRIC PROGRAMMES
Orientation Courses | Finishing Courses
Soft Skill | Career-Oriented Courses

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
Commerce | English | Economics
Mathematics | Computer Science | Law
Environmental Studies
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Chairman’s Foreward

Narayan Zantye College of Commerce as a prime centre of higher education in Bicholim
Taluka educating over 600 students in every year from various kinds of social backgrounds,
major number of female students, many of them are from SC/ST/OBC categories, has to take
every step consistent with its mission and vision. These students are largely from rural area and
return to local villages and towns to become the professionals that make our communities so
successful. We are proud of our well-deserved reputation as one of the leading institutions of
higher learning in Goa.
The college has to plan its objectives and goals and become accustomed itself to the shifting
situations so that the paramount in our students and faculty is brought out.
The College’s many accomplishments could not have been achieved without help of all
stakeholders. Through the commitment of many dedicated individuals such as you, we are
proud to empower our students to build a bright future. That is why we wanted to share with
you our strategic plan 2020-25 for the next six years. The strategic plan set determined yet to
achievable targets based the triad of Equity, Excellence and Employability. I earnestly hope that
with collective effort we would achieve the high goals that have been set.
Shri Suresh N. P. Zantye
Chairman
Governing Council
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Principal’s Statement

Higher education and higher learning is not about lessons and home assignments but about
growing and excelling in leaps and bound, to fit into the fast changing and evolving world.
Today we witness unparalleled changes in every walk of life, where there is unprecedented
struggle for existence and only the strongest and fittest shall be accepted and appreciated.
With this backdrop, we at Narayan Zantye College of Commerce under the aegis of committed
management of the institution, strive to provide catalytic impulses to every student of our
college, many of them coming with rural background to stretch their inherent learning
competencies through a self – discovery and mentoring process.
It gives me immense pleasure in presenting before you the strategic plan of our institution for
the period 2020-2025. The plan covers nine core areas relating to our goals, our objectives, our
quality policies, key targets, curriculum and program, teaching-learning and student
development, infrastructure, research and development and social outreach programme.
By successfully implementing our strategic plan, we shall strive to endow the students with a
platform to broaden their horizon and provide them healthy, refined, holistic and substantial
education and emerge as a prominent learning centre in Bicholim Town. The plan also aims at
augmenting the infrastructure facilities at regular interval in order to provide conducive, learner
centric and ambient environment. The social outreach programs of the institution aims at
inclusive and holistic growth of the institution and community at large.
Dr. Rajendra Kumbharjuvenkar
Officiating Principal
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College Profile
Narayan Zantye College of Commerce was established in 1994 by Zantye Brothers'
Educational Foundation, Bicholim-Goa. We have completed Twenty five successful years of
operation and we are stepping into the Twenty sixth year of our existence. Narayan Zantye
College is committed to provide best possible educational facilities to Bicholim and
surrounding talukas.
Narayan Zantye College has consolidated its position in the field of higher education in Goa
through its consistent academic and other performances. The College is situated in extremely,
picturesque surrounding with green hillocks on the background.
Narayan Zantye College endeavors to give best training and knowledge in higher education in
the field of Commerce and Information Technology.
The College is affiliated to Goa University and offers regular B.Com Program. Under the
B.Com. Programs students can specialize in Financial Accounting or Costing or Business
Management. Our College also conducts professional Programs like CMA (Foundation
Program) and CA-CPT (Foundation Program). These Programs enable the students to carve
their career in Business, Industry and other different allied professions.
The college offers M.Com. Program affiliated to Goa University. Goa University has granted
recognition to our college as research centre (Ph.D.) in Commerce from the Academic Year
2012-13. This Ph.D. program is offered under Zantye College Research Centre, clustered with
the Sant. Sohirobanath Ambiye Govt. College of Arts & Commerce, Pernem Goa.
The College has its own campus with Library facility, E-Library, Gymkhana, Indoor Hall,
Open Air Auditorium, Computer Laboratory, Canteen, Seminar Hall, etc. Above all, there are
well-qualified and dedicated teachers who ensure that quality education and training is
imparted in the most holistic manner to our students. Our T.Y.B.Com and M.Com results and
the extra-curricular achievements of our students are a testimony to this fact.
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Governing Council of the College
1. Shri Harish N. P. Zantye

- Mentor

2. Shri Suresh N. P. Zantye

- Chairman

3. Shri Umesh N. P. Zantye

- Vice-Chairman

4. Shri Pravin H. P. Zantye

- Vice-Chairman

5. Shri Rohit U. P. Zantye

- Secretary

6. Shri Siddharth S. P. Zantye

- Treasurer
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Team Members of Institutional Strategic Plan Committee
1. Chairman - Shri Suresh N. P. Zantye
2. Secretary - Shri Rohit U. P. Zantye
3. Offg. Principal - Dr. Rajendra Kumbharjuvenkar
4. IQAC Coordinator - Dr. Jhimli Adhikari
5. NAAC Coordinator - Shri Rajesh Amonkar
6. Director, Research Centre - Dr. K.G. Sankaranarayanan
7. HoD, Department of Commerce - Dr. Bipin Bandekar
8. Coordinator, Academic and Administrative Audit - Dr. Pravin Sawant
9. Member - Shri Ramchandra Surlekar

Our Goals
Academic Excellence
Reduce rural-urban divide in educational dividend
Impart and innovate quality education
To provide modern ICT enabled learning environment.
To be a globally competitive educational institution.
Promote inter-cultural Learning Environment.
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Our Objectives
To provide best quality education to the students of Bicholim and Sattari Talukas, the
backward talukas of Goa state.
To provide subsidized or free education to the students of the Goa State.
To reduce the social inequality among students to reap the benefits of higher education.
To enhance the quality of education and learning environment.
To enhance the quality of higher education by enabling information and Communication
Technology (ICT) centered learning environment.
To promote inter-cultural scholarships among the students.
To introduce vocational programs by identifying the needs of the market.
To provide various soft skill programs for the community so as to enable the needy and
marginalized people to earn a livelihood.
To carve out the students as socially responsible citizens of our nation.
To improve the quality of English communication skill of the students.
To impart additional skill-oriented programs as add-on courses.
To introduce new courses suiting the requirements of the market.
To make the students employable by equipping them with the necessary skills and expertise.
To address the social deprivation of the rural and marginalized students and facilitate them
pursue higher education by providing freeships and scholarships.
To reduce gender inequality in getting the benefits of higher education.
To mitigate the hardships of the students belonging to SC/ST/OBC and other religious,
regional and linguistic minorities and the students with weak economic background.
To promote industry-institutional linkage.
To elevate the educational standard of the college to the global level.
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Our Quality Policy
The college has developed the quality policy in tune with the vision and mission of the college
and also to achieve the stated goals and objectives.
To improve the quality of students by enhancing the teaching, learning inputs.
To identify the learning gaps among the new entrants and to initiate remedial measures.
To design and develop need based courses for enriching the quality of students.
To create self-learning environment for the overall intellectual growth of students.
To provide opportunity for the students to learn beyond the spectrum of syllabi and to
enrich themselves with additional knowledge.
To make students participate in social development, community oriented programmes and
hereby develop them as socially responsible citizens.
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Key Targets
Administration
To digitalize its governance system in coming years
Academic audit to review academic performance
To generate resources to grow self reliance
To improve the quality of campus life
To strengthen feedback system from all the stakeholders
To strengthen welfare schemes for the students

Curriculum and Program
To start full fledge IGNOU center with four courses (B.Com, M.Com, MBA and
Preparatory)
To add courses such as B.A, M.A, Degree and Diploma over the next five years
To introduce Travel &Tourism, Hotel Management and Event Management courses to
empower youth with skill sets which make them more employable and more productive
in their work environment under Skill India Mission by MHRD
To start Diploma course (120 hrs.) such as Computerized Accounting with Tally, GST,
Taxation, Excel, Filing Returns
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Key Targets
Teaching – Learning and Student Development
To upgrade the course
To improve the quality of education through electronic gadgets

technology, App,

Internet, Online courses (Swayam, Nptel, MOOC etc.)
To strengthen teaching environment and integrate it with ICT.
To impart value education motivational lecture series will be conducted
Soft skill and Public speaking

Infrastructure
To build up separate parking facility for student and staff members
To improve Library facilities under MPLAD
To convert existing classroom in smart classroom in phase manner
To adopt eco friendly Green Campus for landscaping the Sustainable Campus
To renovate Communication Lab
To create better sports facility, sports field, pavilion for the ground
To construct separate building for PG and IGNOU
Landscaping enhancement and Paved Parking Lots development
To construct Guest room
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Key Targets
Research and Faculty Development
To submit major / minor research projects to various funding agencies.
To allocate 10 minor research projects on social issues where fund will be floated by
management
To organize workshops, seminars and conferences in the institute where one workshop
will be research based
To focus on consultancy in surrounding areas for faculty development and internal
revenue generation.
To promote linkages and collaborations with the other higher education institutions,
Industries, NGO’s and GO’s

Social Outreach Programme
To undertake outreach activities as a part of institute’s social responsibility
To adopt a nearby village and with the objective to make the model village
To provide community specific in skill development training, environmental awareness,
awareness regarding women related issues, health camps, agriculture, livelihood
generation etc.
To inculcate social attitude among the students, all stakeholders, staff, parents, alumni
will get involved
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